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Phonemic Awareness In Young
Children: A Classroom Curriculum

One of the most popular programs available â€” more than 250,000 copies soldEasy and fun
activities that take only 15-20 minutes a dayIncludes a flexible assessment test that allows group
screeningMeets new federal requirements for scientifically based reading researchDeveloped by
leading experts in reading instructionPhonemic Awareness in Young Children complements any
prereading program. From simple listening games to more advanced exercises in rhyming,
alliteration, and segmentation, this best-selling curriculum helps boost young learners' preliteracy
skills in just 15-20 minutes a day. Specifically targeting phonemic awareness â€” now known to be
an important step to a child's early reading acquisition â€” this research-based program helps young
children learn to distinguish individual sounds that make up words and affect their meanings.With a
developmental sequence of activities that follows a school year calendar, teachers can chose from
a range of activities for their preschool, kindergarten, and first-grade classrooms. Plus, the
curriculum includes an easy-to-use assessment test for screening up to 15 children at a time. This
assessment not only helps to objectively estimate the general skill level of the class and identify
children who may need additional testing but may also be repeated every 1-2 months to monitor
progress. All children benefit because the curriculum accommodates individualized learning and
teaching styles.Here is everything a teacher needs:Teaching objectivesLesson plans and sample
scriptsActivity adaptationsTroubleshooting guidelinesSuggested kindergarten and first-grade
schedulesInformal, group screeningA featured book in our Launching Literacy Kit!How Our Early
Childhood Products Align with the Head Start Child Development and Early Learning Outcomes
Framework
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This book was recommended to me by my sister (also a k teacher), and I used these phonemic
awareness activities during the last school year -- not only did the activities help my whole class
overall, but they also helped me identify which kids were struggling and needed more help. And they
were fun for the kids, too, which made teaching it so much easier. My school has been buzzing
about phonemic awareness and phonological awareness for a couple of years now, but we haven't
had a good way to actually teach it directly until we used these activities. I highly recommend this
book!

Excellent source of developmentally appropriate activities to make phonemic awareness fun. It has
activities laid out for each separate area. It should be in the hands of all preK, K and grade 1
teachers, reading teachers, and special educators at even higher levels. A treasure!

If you are teaching kindergarten through second grade, you must have this and use it in your
classroom. It has activities that covers every area of phonemic awareness. It gives you many
activities for each section so your children will never get bored with your lessons. Uses all
modalities. I can't say enough good things about this book.

I am a new teacher and I am trying to build up a library of resources. I bought this book hoping it
would be helpful. I am so glad I purchased it. The activities are simple and concise, but they were
developed with the children in mind. They will enrich your higher kids and strengthen your lower
readers. Great for Kindergarten to intro basic phonics, super for first grade!! They will be fun to use
in the classroom. The book is also FULL of information about phonics and linguistics. Do not
hesitate purchasing this book.

This is the best curriculum I've seen in terms of scope, sequence, thoroughness, clarity and ease of
use. The authors are all renowned experts in early literacy. Its big drawback is the time it takes to
find appropriate, phonemically accurate pictures to use in the last third of the book. We teachers
were thrilled to find that the Georgia Preschool Association has developed a CD of over 200
phonemically correct pictures to print out specifically to use with the curriculum. This curriculum is

excellent! Children enjoy the activities while gaining a solid foundation for learning to read.

This book is a fair book. It has good activities but none of them are "ready to go", so there is a lot of
prep. As a reading specialist and first grade teacher I prefer the books below. I use them on a daily
basis and find them indispensable! They both come with ready to use activities that are motivating
and fun! The kids absolutely love the activities!!Quick Small Group Reading Activities for Struggling
Students by Sandy TurleyANDPhonemic Awareness: Playing With Sounds to Strengthen Beginning
Reading Skills by Jo Fitzpatrick and Catherine Yuh

This is a great book to use with prek students as well as kindergarten and first graders. The lesson
plans are there to use as is or to be modified to fit the needs of your students.

I have found this book wonderful. It brings us tools to teach phonemic awareness to children that
are struggling readers. It has a lot of activities they like and step by step are taking them to the
beautiful world readers have.This book is a must for every teacher!
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